Housing Information

Looking for a place to live can feel overwhelming, so we've put together some resources to help you with the search!

[1]
Yale ID & Other Forms of Identification

Forms of ID you should regularly have on-hand, and what to bring when you travel.
Internet & Communication

Everything you need to know about accessing wifi, communicating over the internet, and tech support on campus.
Money & Finances

Banking, credit cards, income, taxes, cost of living - there's a lot to think about before and after you arrive, and we are here to assist you.

[4]
Transportation & Driving

Planes, trains, and automobiles! New Haven has it all. Learn more about driving in Connecticut, taking the Yale Shuttle, walking to campus, and much more.
Shopping

Find out where you can purchase household necessities, clothing, groceries, and more.
Winter Resources

If you are not used to cold and snowy winters, read this page for advice on what to wear to stay warm and information about New England winter weather conditions.
Moving

Whether you are moving apartments, cities, or countries, moving can be stressful. We've provided some tips and resources to help you here.

[8]
Leaving Yale

As you prepare to leave Yale, you may find these tips helpful.

[9]